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1: Reviews of Galloping the Globe
I purchased "Galloping the Globe" because I needed a comprehensive guide for teaching world geography to my
children, 10, 9, and 7. This has turned out to be an excellent choice. I love the sections on each country which suggest
activities, recipes, other supplemental reading and information on holidays in each country.

We all want to go there now! Andrew tries at cursive writing. We painted the Australian flag. One family in
particular has been very helpful and very sweet! Meet the Webers, missionaries to Australia. Pray for them as
the reach out across the world to tell others the good news of Jesus Christ! Contact me and I would be happy
to share some of the fun information Rachel has shared with me about Australia and their precious family. We
made Anzac Biscuits cookies , using honey for the syrup. Aboriginal art is made up of lots of dots! So we all
did some dot painting with round paintbrushes. We were able to experience a variety of Aussie tastes thanks to
Simply Australian! Most of the treats were well liked. The Vegemite â€¦not so much. The boys could not
believe that Australian children use this stuff like Americans use peanut butter! Slang wordsâ€¦enjoyed using
those around the house. We learned a lot about marsupials! They really enjoyed learning about kangaroos and
koalas. We even have two Playmobil Kangaroos with Joeys. They love these little things, and so do I! I even
stumbled across some Kangaroo Pita Pockets for super cheap at Kroger, so we had those for lunch one day!
Daddy taught his Friday art lesson one week on koalas using Draw Then Write. We bought some eucalyptus
to smell! We watched two Netflix videos: Wildest Australia and Discovery Atlas: Another art project we did
was rock painting, again like the Aborgines Indians. First, find some nice flat stones. Lay them on a baking
sheet covered with foil. Bake for 2 hours at degrees to slowly warm them up. Remove carefully and place
them on newspaper. Pressing crayons on them will cause the wax to melt and make beautiful colors. They cool
down pretty quickly, but I waited until the next day to let the boys play with them. They loved this activity!
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2: Galloping the Globe | PB & J Homeschool
Galloping The Globe can be used from 1 - 3 years and covers all 7 continents. Incorporating the student notebook
approach, it integrates 8 categories of learning activities: Basic Geography People/History Literature Science Activities
Internet Sources Bible This is a wonderful introduction to world geography using a notebooking approach to.

But the tea was great, and we had a full buffet of pastries, juices and hard boiled eggs to fill us up. The prior
evening, Derek had finally reached Mama Farmer in her hotel room in Paris â€” she and Candy were sound
asleep. Despite their foggy brains, we managed to make a plan that we thought would work: That morning we
decided to take the train into Naples a couple hours early, so that we could explore the city a bit before
meeting them. There was construction, plus multiple entrances. Mama Farmer and Candy might be in trouble.
That aside, we made our way through the crowded streets and bus terminals outside the station, following our
very basic map toward the main cathedral Duomo di Napoli http: Our route took us on the edge of what
appeared to be a bit of a rough neighborhood â€” broken glass bottles everywhere, with cheap flea market
vendors peddling goods. It was also interesting to traverse the narrow streets in that neighborhood to get a feel
for the city. Overall it seemed crowded, unkempt and a little shady. Lots of clothes hanging out to dry. So our
traipse around the city was short-lived. We were barely on track to get back in time to meet the ladies. And we
had no idea where they would be lurking. We hoofed it down to the ticket office for our train to see if they
were there. So we took the escalators back up to the main level, and seconds later we literally bumped into
them. Pompeii half way to Sorrento. Everyone was hungry when we got off the train a half-hour later, so we
gladly accepted an invitation into a mostly-tented restaurant right outside the Pompeii excavation site. There
we had paninis and hot tea, trying to warm up before our adventure back in time. The former is spread out and
not as restored, which means your feet really take a beating and you have to use your imagination. The
weather was excellent for January , so we enjoyed tromping around in the afternoon sun to the various points
of interest. Then we headed back to the train for Sorrento. The gals checked into the hotel, and then we headed
into town for shopping and dinner. This was a preview of the amount of walking they would do during their
stay with us. Mama Farmer was especially enamored with stores that had both limoncello AND painted
pottery. It seemed that a platter was on her list of things to buy. My favorite was the creamy sort of limoncello,
while Mr. Farmer preferred his straight-up. Candy later gave us a recipe for the creamy kind, which we have
yet to make. We were sitting in the make-shift canvas room near the door, which meant we just about froze.
Dinner was nice â€” but Mr. Sometime during the evening we stopped to take photos of Christmas lights.
Then it was lights out.
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3: Galloping The Globe - The Curriculum Choice
Creative and filled with ideas for traveling the world in your studies, Galloping the Globe is a unit study for kindergarten
through fourth grade. Focusing on the seven continents and some specific countries, this study is designed to take years
to complete; suggested schedules are included.

A momma of five. A maker of slow food and simple living. A collector of memories, a keeper of books, and a
champion for books that make memories. An addict who likes my half-and-half with a splash of coffee. A
fractured pot transformed by the One Who makes broken things beautiful. Be sure to subscribe to my monthly
newsletter. We always love getting together with the gang to learn in a larger, significantly more animated
setting. As I mentioned last week, our group has chosen to do a geography study this year. We have been
enjoying the curriculum so much, I just have to take a quick minute to tell you about it Galloping the Globe
Although, we are strictly using it for group geography lessons, this well-organized, unit-study style curriculum
includes sections that focus on geography, historical biography, literature, language arts, science, and Bible.
With the exception of math, it is an all-inclusive curriculum. Each major section of the book details one of the
seven major world continents. Within those sections, numerous chapters are included, each focusing on one
country within that continent. I can print the maps and flags directly from my computer instead of having to
make a lopsided xerox copy from a bulky book. The hard copy of the book now comes with a CD of all
included printables. Obviously, the curriculum features the major countries within the seven continents, but
Galloping the Globe also includes units for numerous lesser-known countries. The activities list makes it
possible for even the most "un-crafty" of moms to be able to provide some hands-on creative learning. But, the
easy "print this page" button located at the top of each page makes it possible for me to print only the pages I
need in order to take them along when and where I want. The Nitty Gritty pages This includes resource and
bio pages. For more information or to order a copy of Galloping the Globe for yourself, be sure to visit Geo
Matters on the web, find them on Facebook , or Twitter geomatters. All opinions expressed were true and
completely my own. I am not responsible if your experiences vary.
4: Galloping the Globe â€“ Geography Unit Studies | Sarah's Sweeties
Galloping the Globe introduces students to the seven continents and selected countries on each continent. While world
geography is the primary theme, as students study each continent or country, they learn about famous people (including
missionaries), holidays, and animals.

5: The Unlikely Homeschool: Galloping the Globe Review
Find great deals on eBay for galloping the globe. Shop with confidence.

6: Galloping The Globe
For more information or to order a copy of Galloping the Globe for yourself, be sure to visit Geo Matters on the web, find
them on Facebook, or Twitter @geomatters. * I was given a copy of Galloping the Globe in exchange for a thorough
review.

7: Galloping the Globe : The Geography Unit Study for Young Learners by Loree | eBay
Explore Heather Arbuckle's board "Galloping the globe" on Pinterest. | See more ideas about Learning activities, World
geography and Activities for children.

8: Galloping the Globe w/CD by Loree Pettit
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Galloping the Globe and Egyptian Hieroglyph Craft - The Pioneer Woman Egyptian Hieroglyph Craft--who's is who's
(use the provided glyph letter translation alphabet) The Galloping the Globe class Emelie teaches at our weekly
homeschool coop traveled into Egypt right on the heels of our recent excursion to the Tutankhamun: The Golden King
and.

9: Galloping the Globe by Geography Matters Review
Galloping the Globe All > History/Geography/Social Studies > WORLD GEOGRAPHY > World Geography Curriculum &
Programs - Complete > Galloping the Globe > Learning new things is easier for young students when tied in to a
commontheme.
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